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I. You will need a portable shelter, portable electronet and a charger (solar or cord 

powered).  You need pasture that can be isolated from the large animals until all animals 

can be trained to avoid the electronet.  Chickens can take heat with shade and cold with 

a decent wind break--they will be out every day except in really torrential downpours.  

And they will lay year ‘round if they have a little additional light in the worst of the 

winter.  (We buy inexpensive solar light strands from the Big Lots as supplemental winter 

light.) 

 

II. Chickens can go out on to pasture as early as four weeks if the weather is mild.  In colder 

weather they can be out with more substantial shelter at four weeks if it is not raining or 

snowing, but they will need a pretty solid shelter to withstand winter nighttime 

temperatures.  Birds that have fully feathered out at about six weeks are better able to 

withstand weather fluctuations. 

 

III. All chickens need appropriate food and clean water.  We keep food and water available 

at all times, but I know some producers remove the feed in the evening and replace the 

feed in the morning.  If I had a very small flock or was not doing laundry first thing in the 

AM I might try to get that feed out there very early.  If you have a laying flock, your birds 

will need a quality grower until you actually see eggs.  They may be big enough to lay 

but, they will get too much calcium if they are not yet producing egg shells- layer feed 

includes additional calcium.  You do not remove layer ration from laying hens when the 

layers have molted and are no longer in production.  The birds need to replenish the 

stores of calcium in their bodies--depleted by the lay. 

 

IV. When you put your birds onto pasture, make sure it is clean and free of debris. Chickens, 

like most birds, love to get into things they should not touch and can easily choke or 

ingest a small piece of wire. Pasture that is good for birds includes lots of clover, vetch or 

other legumes.  Birds are very hard on the pasture, so please plan to move the birds 

daily.  Visit them twice daily to collect eggs (if they are layers) and monitor the levels of 

food and water.  

 


